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Yes, the cool aspect is a skill which can be learned!A fantastic idea for a book.t about chasing
styles or defying age group but about carrying out a few key suggestions.ll run it simply by
Linett first. . Next time I spend a lot more than $40 on an article of clothing, I’ .”— The publication
is arranged into chapters that include wardrobe classics, denim, leather, suits, dressing up, and
accessories, and features style hacks that turn an outfit into a masterpiece (choosing shoes that
instantly slim you, combining difficult and feminine pieces, and accessorizing a day-to-evening
appear). In a lifestyle where tendencies are born and die every minute, maintaining design and
effortlessness at every age group requires that small extra something—the cool factor. Getting
“great” isn’ .“ Filled with useful lists and good examples, this guide may be the would-be stylish
woman’ The guidelines are modeled by real-life design icons like Kim Gordon of Sonic Youth
and Christene Barberich, founder of Refinery29, as Andrea highlights the ingenious ways in
which they skillfully put on layers, or dress up denim for work or a party.The New York Times
Publication Review In this photo-packed guideline, Andrea Linett, a famed personal stylist and
founding innovative director of Lucky magazine, offers easy-to-implement, actionable tips that
will change the way women dress.s best friend.
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Like many other readers Like many other visitors, I love the range of women in this book and
some had great funky style. I bought a copy for my sister too.. The right tips - the chapter alone
on layering will probably be worth the purchase price - and I loved the variety and various
varieties of people featured. I purchased the ebook; But she's a good writer and its a good read.
Hone your Vagrant Urban Shepherd look. Why, just last week I as considering an ankle length
silk slip, a menswear vest, a skinny natural leather belt, a crumply oversize blouse and a wooly
camel duster thinking, “Now how on the planet do I place all this together?” This book answers
that question. Andrea's blog is one of must-reads each morning. the formatting does not work
for a few of the photos with explanations - I have to get a magnifier to read a few of the type. I
wish I had bought a physical copy of the book as opposed to the kindle edition; I do like that it
isn't youth focused, but all the women featured seem to be high and fairly thin - not a real variety
of body types.Hmmmm - not as good as We anticipated, however, not sorry I bought it . However
the advice was so old -- white clothing, blazer, denim jeans, scarf, same exact stuff. At the end of
the reserve, she offers ideas on how to outfit for your shape, but the entire book threw each of
those out so these females appeared as if blobs in oversize clothes. This book features types of
all age range and income amounts, pulling clothes together that make them appear and feel
great. Way too much denim going on here. Ought to be called "slob style" There isn't one bit of
advice in this book that I would take. A bit too much focus on the t-shirt tucked into jeans look
however - which only works if you're skinny - and an excessive amount of special event of
denim. I wouldn't have bought this if I'd looked through it in a shop. The kindle version is difficult
to get around due to the ... The kindle version is difficult to get around because of the two
column text. The font in the black text boxes is much too small to learn on a tablet It needs to
end up being edited to be user friendly. I wish I could "un-buy it! I love fashion and style books,
but am regularly disappointed because they are geared towards tall, thin, 20-somethings, as
though they are the only real ones that can achieve stylishness. Bandanas? THAT is true style.
Useful advice and fun to learn! I really like how Andrea brings together women, all with quite
different personal design, and pulls out a blueprint for design that everyone can use. It's
therefore fun to read tips from ladies like Brooke Williams, Maria Cornejo, and Anne Johnston-all amazing looking and with completely different approaches. The day after I browse the book I
required 3 pairs of sneakers to the cobbler and 2 pairs of denim jeans to the tailor; that's among
the advantages of the book, it's not necessarily about buying more more more, but finding
everything you love (even in your closet) and embracing it. There's also tons of beauty tips. I left
ny over ten years ago, and this is the best refresher for that only-in-NYC-cool-girl look. (Side be
aware, waaahhh I miss Lucky.) Bonus factors for tips on developing a closet that's with-it
without trying too hard. Get Effortless. I right now know: Eye or Mouth area: Never Both. Many
thanks Andrea Linett! I enjoyed the chapter about fit and proportion. It was definitely not for me.
It appears like absolutely zero function went into any of these outfits. All the females appeared
shapeless and boyish. It was like a costume publication to get the best hobo outfit and who
could layer the most ridiculous parts together. Blah. Dressing check out toe in denim? May as
well toss on a plastic bag and call it fashion. I am aware it's all about taste, but I saw nothing
with real style here. I bought this publication because I wanted to modify things up with my
wardrobe and style, and We didn’t know where to start. I loved the variety of styles and the tips
to just be you! It takes a topic that doesn’t arrive naturally if you ask me and makes it very
accessible. Like most working mothers, my spare time is valuable, so I try to use it wisely. I
learned some tips that I possibly could quickly put to use. I’m so glad I ran across this reserve.
Also adored the photos!!. Everyone would benefit from this book. Found absolutely nothing

wearable in the book I don't think that I found one outfit in the book We liked or has on at all.
Very accessible/great pics! The writer keeps discussing "effortless style" and I suppose I would
acknowledge the effortless. Style for everyone This was an excellent book in more ways than
one." Fun Book Easy read with loads of doable tips I came across this book to be smart, helpful I
found this book to be smart, helpful, and, needless to say, cool! I do like that it is not youth
focused Interesting book - it talks about developing a personal style whilst giving some very
useful adviser and closet item suggestions. I found the book helpful and practical. This same
rule governs what I choose to read which book did not disappoint. It provides advice and useful
tips for putting together outfits that work for my character and lifestyle. In addition, it inspired
me to take some much needed risks!! Five Stars nice Five Stars cool advice and tips steps to
make your wardrobe stylish
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